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Team Philosophies

- Everyone Is A Ballplayer 
- Stick Skills
- High Lacrosse IQ
- Sprinting A Marathon



As A Coach

You are trying to DEVELOP...

- Individual Positional Skills
- Skeleton/THUD drills, repetition. Practice what your players will actually do. 

- Team Positional Skills
- Part-Part-Whole, Repetition, Consistency (communication and direction)

- High Lacrosse IQ
- Simulate game scenarios in practice, prepare for every situation you can think of. Use skeleton drills for 

teaching (do not try to teach live)



Importance of Communication

- Teams must develop a particular vernacular for effective communication

- “Hey, you need to throw your stick to the outside and run to the sideline to get away from pressure” vs. 
“Get out with your feet.”

- “Get yourself in line with the pipes, with your butt out and stick in, ready to help off-ball” vs. “Get 
pipeline.”

- “Draw the point man and start to pull the slide man to the sideline with you so recovery is longer and 
you get your hands free” vs. “Fade to feed.”



Practice Planning
There are 3 main components of practice 

1. Skeleton
a. Players go through drills without any opponents
b. Allows coaches to teach and players to learn without worrying about another player
c. Simulate game situations

2. Thud
a. Drills are scripted and often use players from same position or “Scout” players (if you have a large 

enough roster).
b. These drills focus on technique and learning, but still allow players to develop necessary skills before 

going live
c. Simulate game situations

3. Live
a. These drills are full contact, O vs. D, clearing, etc. 
b. Not a great time to teach 



Skeleton Offense Drills

LS Shooting Tree

1. Hands back shooting (Swat the Fly)*
2. Stomp and Fire*
3. Spin and Fire*
4. Two Step Shooting
5. Square and Split
6. Shooting on the Run



Thud Offense Drills

1. Split and Lean
2. Split, Lean, Step Away
3. Split, Lean, Pop
4. Split, Lean, Through



Live Drills

1. Two Nets*
2. General Drill*
3. 6 Ball Scramble
4. Y Drill (Can Be Scripted for THUD)



Offensive Philosophies
- Always attacking

- We are on offense as soon as the ball is in our stick

- Shoot to get hot, shoot to stay hot

- Sets, not plays
- Everyone must know each spots roles

- Motion principles regardless of shape

- If someone comes at you, get out of his way

- If someone goes away from you, follow

- No Attack/Middies



Offensive Philosophies
Dodge to score, draw a slide, beat defensive recovery to backside, attack “general” on backside 
or shoot. Ball Movement vs. Body Movement
“Elevate” to Dodge

Create Space (if needed)
Take / Use Space
Pass Ball to Back Side (usually 2 passes)
Attack Backside
Repeat

Looks: Inside, Through, Forward / Backward



Shooting V

0-12 yds
12-14 yds
15+ yards

Points of Emphasis

“Respect the Ball”

We want to WORK to get shots within the Shooting
“V” and also within 12 yards and inside the football
hash marks.

Attackmen want to work to get to the “Island” (7x7)
and Midfielders want to work to get to the “10x10”
to give us the best chance of being successful.

We DO NOT want to settle for a shot ever...we want
to have discipline to WORK for the BEST
SHOT...not the first shot.



Defensive Philosophy

- Play on your toes, not your heels

- AGGRESSIVE

- Slide and recover
- Force 6 guys to beat you

- “You go, we go.”

- Everyone is a ballplayer
- No one is a “crease defenseman,” everyone can clear, etc.

- We are on offense as soon as we pick up the ball

- Sharp, succinct communication



Defensive Principles
How Fundamentally Sound & Disciplined Can You/We Be?

EXCELLENT APPROACHES – RIGHT FOOT/LEFT FOOT

TERRIFIC INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUE ON THE BALL – “Feet, Fists & Lifts”
NO SWEEPS, NO ROLL BACKS!

PROTECT THE PAINT – Level of Dodge, Get in The Paint, Pipe Line,
See 5 and Chest to Chest

COMMUNICATE & SUPPORT – One, Two, Lead Director (Recover)

NO BALL WATCHING – Head on a Swivel



An LS Defenseman...
1. Takes Pride In His Approach To The Ball 100% Of The Time.
2. Terrific Individual Technique On The Ball - Aggressive, Disciplined, Fundamentally Sound Individual 

Defense With The Team Concept In Mind.  “Feet, Fists & Lifts”
3. Protects The Paint – “Get In The Paint” & “Pipe Line” – Stick Up, Clear The Crease, and Groundballs.
4. Communicates – Talks, Listens, Understands & Uses Our Terminology (Confidence).
5. Dictates Tempo –

a. On Ball: Harasses The Ball Carrier, Forces Ball Carrier Where We Want Him To Go, Makes Ball 
Carrier Go To The Cage When He Doesn’t Want To. 

b. Off Ball: Anticipates the movement of the ball
c. With The Ball: GB’s – Run To Space, Catches The Ball Over The Shoulder
d. Transition = Move The Ball Up Field, Run Without It.



What is Team Defense?
1. Team Defense Is Not Caring About Match-Ups:  I am willing to switch on picks, rotate away from my initial match-up as we 

slide and recover, and most importantly, I trust myself and my teammates to defend ANYONE because I know that we have 
each others back every time.

1. Team Defense Is NEVER Misplaying The Pick Game:  I understand and appreciate the FACT that effectively talking through 
picks (“Switch,” “Get Thru” or “Bite”) is the ultimate display of good teamwork.  Communication, trust and cooperation are 
essential.

1. Team Defense Is Doing My Job And Nothing More:  If I try to do too much, I am telling my teammates that I do not trust 
them.  I understand my responsibilities at all times, and I will execute.  Most importantly, I trust that my teammate will do the 
same.

1. Team Defense Is Communicating And Figuring Out How To Get Stops TOGETHER:  By using our simple terminology, I 
know that my teammates and coaches can communicate and make adjustments on the fly in order to make us successful.  I 
understand that defending is simple if we keep it simple.  I will NOT overanalyze the situation.  I will remain mentally tough, 
and, together, we will figure it out.



Defensive Approaches at X

1. Approach The Corner
a. Must anticipate the ball (Chest-Back Technique)
b. Must come “out and down” (Approach where he’s going to be, not where he is)
c. Arrive with your stick out and with a check on the hands
d. The closer you get to your man, the shorter your steps should be
e. R/L foot MUST be ABOVE your man

2. Approach and Trail to X
a. Anticipate your man splitting to X (Don’t get stuck in the mud)
b. If he tries to go under, “SQUEEZE” into the crease
c. TRAIL to X. No window washing, hips CANNOT get even with opponents.
d. Pop at X to get opponent off his line and to create space



Defensive Approaches at X Cont’d

1. Approach, Trail, and go Through
a. If opponent continues through X, begin to cut an angle through the crease
b. Engage opponent at the 45° and get glued up
c. Drive opponent out and work to wheel your feet around (short, choppy steps)
d. Finish with “toes to the cone”
e. Invite double or drive back behind GLE

1. Approach, Trail, and Rollback
a. If opponent rolls back at X, SINK HIPS and take a hard drop step

i. Point your toe upfield on your dropstep
b. Cut an angle through the crease
c. Depending on speed of opponent, might have to meet player at a spot on the field
d. NO WATERSKIING!



Defensive Approaches Keys to Remember

- Sticks always UPFIELD (V hold, Upfield hold)
- Use TOP HAND to punch hips and move opponent
- Always keep feet moving
- “Violent interaction”
- As soon as your opponent moves the ball, RECOVER WITH SPEED to play help 

defense
- Job is not done until the ball is over the midline



Skeleton Offense Drills

Stickwork/Footwork

1. Snap Passing*
2. Doubles Passing*
3. Get Out With Your Feet
4. Pop and Move It*
5. Diamond Passing
6. Split + Move It (C Cut, Pop Man, Through Ball)



Individual Offense

Dodging
1. Square up your MAN, not the goal

a. Allows you to attack your opponent’s top foot/get his hips open
b. When you split, you will “race towards the pipes” instead of the sideline

2. Quick hand exchange
a. A dodger should exchange hands unless being played “head up” 

3. Violent interaction with the ground
a. Put your foot in the dirt and explode out 

4. Bring the contact to your defenseman
a. First step is downfield, second step is into your defenseman
b. Put him on his heels
c. Hands back, head up

5. Get out with your feet to shoot/feed



Individual Offense

Getting out With Your Feet
1. Running back vs. Quarterback
2. Punch stick to the sideline
3. MUST step to the sideline
4. Flick wrist to bring butt end to bottom hand
5. Continue to get out with feet to deliver the ball



Individual Offense

Bouncing
1. Running back vs. Quarterback
2. Get out with feet with your head up
3. Read opponent’s response

a. Do they continue to slide? Drag the double and move it
b. Does the slide man bail? Square up and re-dodge
c. Does the on ball man recover before the slide man arrives? Re-dodge

4. If re-dodging, you must square up again
a. Now attacking from a different angle



Faceoff

- Wing play is ESSENTIAL
- Wing players: Hip to hip, inside foot back
- Wing players MUST keep opponents off the F/O man

- Win the box out and stay on the box out, 5 yards off the ball

- If you lose the box out, fight for position
- If you can’t get position, squeeze your man in 



Faceoff Once The Ball is Won

- Always need a FORWARD and a FOLLOW for the F/O man
- Wing players must run without the ball
- We are on offense as soon as we pick it up



Entering The Box
- Many different options at this point

- Go to the rack (Green)
- Slow-break offense (Yellow)
- Sub and get your players on (Red)

- What you choose has to depend on your personnel/game factors
- Can your players handle the ball?
- Did you just have a long defensive possession?
- Is the game tight?

- Risk vs. Reward



Subbing Game
- Many ways to sub players, but it must be practiced
- Sub in a circle

- More sticks on the perimeter 

- Special situations:
- Offensive player on other team stuck on D, trying to match feet

- Use your D middie to set high picks
- Play 55. More space to dodge



Settled (Motion) Offense
- Exchanging the ball

- Rule of 3
- 3 steps in to your man, three steps out to get your hands free, catch, turn, and move it on your third step

- Sticks and passes to the outside
- Bury the pole on the crease

- Creates a two day dodge up top
- Different Options (13)

- Dodging from up top
- Pop
- Fade
- Pairs

- Dodging from behind
- Turbo
- Backside exchange
- Pairs



Settled Defense
- Chest-Back Technique

- If you see the ball carrier’s chest - Press
- If you see the ball carrier’s back - Slough in

- Off-Ball Positioning Guidelines
- Use the pipelines as a guide
- If on a football field, ~20 yards



Settled Defense - Sliding and Recovery
- On Ball defenseman MUST send opponent to ONE side

- Most times, the alley
- Cannot slide to sweeps 

- Lets teammates know where the ball carrier is going. 
- No top side, no roll backs

- Slide man must “SEE 5”
- Butt pointed to the sideline the ball is on. Stick in, butt out. 

- 2 must be “CHEST TO CHEST”
- Able to look directly at the slide man and have clear communication. 
- Sticks vertical in the paint
- High Fill vs. Low fill

- Often slide from crease
- Slide to MEET opponent at 12
- Must anticipate



Settled Defense - Sliding and Recovery

- Slide man must give a “GO” call 
- On ball must be disciplined and stay on ball carrier’s back
- When arriving, two options

- “DROP”: On ball drops off the ball and recovers
- “BITE”: Double team

- Sliding man must treat slide as an approach
- Same principles apply, keep man going one way (down the side/back to X)



Settled Defense - Sliding and Recovery
- Defense must recover with speed

- Designate specific rules/guidelines to speed up process

- When sliding up top
- If ball is thrown forward (to wing or X): Recover high
- If ball is thrown back: Recover to the crease and bump out

- When sliding to X
- Always bump through the crease

- Great times to double
- Up top is difficult as there is too much space
- Low wings/Low corners from X present great opportunities to double

- The rest of the defense must play chest back to cut off easy outlets



Clearing Game

- We have 7, they have 6
- 3 Phases of clearning

- 1. Quick Strike
- Pitch the ball out

- 2. Maverick
- Middies hit the breaks, cut back to the ball

- 3. Open (Settled)
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